On several occasions Professor HEYTING has commented on the axiomatic method in intuitionistic mathematics [5], [6, p. 50], [8]. Before proceeding to our actual subject, we shall repeat some of his remarks on the intuitionistic view on axiomatics. In intuitionistic mathe matics we deal with objects which have been constructed. For this reason the axiomatic method cannot be understood in its creative function [8]. In its descriptivefunction it is applicable both in intuitionistic mathematics and in classical mathematics. However, we need not limit ourselves so far as to consider the axiomatic method in its descriptive function alone. We can apply the axiomatic method even when it is unknown whether there exists a model, then we attach the following meaning to it:
Introduction
On several occasions Professor HEYTING has commented on the axiomatic method in intuitionistic mathematics [5] , [6, p. 50] , [8] . Before proceeding to our actual subject, we shall repeat some of his remarks on the intuitionistic view on axiomatics. In intuitionistic mathe matics we deal with objects which have been constructed. For this reason the axiomatic method cannot be understood in its creative function [8] .
In its descriptivefunction it is applicable both in intuitionistic mathematics and in classical mathematics. However, we need not limit ourselves so far as to consider the axiomatic method in its descriptive function alone. We can apply the axiomatic method even when it is unknown whether there exists a model, then we attach the following meaning to it:
Suppose we derive in the intuitionistic sense from a set of axioms (assumptions) A a theorem T, then whenever we construct a set S of objects, satisfying A, we know that T holds for S.
As the construction of models is exceedingly sophisticated, there are many open problems in this field.
We are dealing here with several extension problems in intuitionistic geometry. The first problem is the extension of an affine plane in a natural way to a projective plane. Professor HEYTINGinvestigated this problem for the first time [7] . He added three more axioms to his list of axioms for the affine plane in order to accomplish the demanded extension. Here we prove the dependence of two of them on the axioms for the affine plane. It is still unknown whether the remaining axiom is dependent on or independent of the axioms for the affine plane, only partial results were achieved.
The actual extension, i.e. the construction of new points and lines, does not raise insurmountable difficulties. The real difficulty is met with in proving the axioms for the projective plane. This is not surprising, considering the existential quantifier in P1 and P2.
Though we cannot affirm the existence of a projective extension of an affine plane, we at least know (theorem 2) that if an affine plane possesses a projective extension, this extension is determined up to an isomorphism.
The divergence of this theory from the classical theory is mainly caused by the fact that where the classical theory considers only two kinds of points (proper and improper), we also must introduce points of which it is unknown whether they are improper or proper.
An analogous problem provides the theory of coordinatization. It is well known that in the classical theory a ternary field determines an affine plane (and even a projective plane) up to an isomorphism. Only a 2 weaker version is proved here: If a ternary field determines an affine plane, then the affine plane is determined up to an isomorphism. The last problem to be considered is the extension of the pseudo-ordering of a ternary field T to a cyclical ordering of a projective plane, determined by T. Miss CRAMPEsolved this problem in the classical theory [1] . The extension is accomplished here intuitionistically, always assuming that the ternary ring determines a projective plane.
A number of classical extension problems are not represented here. Especially those, that are concerned with incidence-structures and free extensions. Indeed, the notion of an incidence structure seems too difficult for a general intuitionistic treatment. An incidencestructure with apartness relation appears to be rather unmanageable. To obtain a significant notion of incidence structure one will have to suppose by definition its imbedding in a projective plane. On the other hand, this would deprive it of much of its character. Of course, there is no objection against incidence structures in which both points and lines form discrete species. These reflections show that incidence structures are not especially helpful for the intuitionist in constructing models.
The axiom systems for the projective plane and the affine plane were taken from [7] . The axiom system for the ternary field was developed by Professor HEYTINGin his lectures during the course 1956-1957. We have omitted proofs when they did not differ essentially from the proofs in the classical theory. In those cases the reader is referred to the text books on projective geometry (for example [2] , [9] , [10] ).
Notation: We use logical symbols as abbreviations. And, as we do not intend to build a formalised theory in the classical sense (on the basis of intuitionistic logic), we shall not be too particular in using them. They must be understood in the intuitionistic sense [6, 7.1.1, 7.2 .1]---> stands for implication, /\ for conjunction, v for disjunction, --. for negation, /\ pg stands for pl/xpg/\... Apn, V pg for p1v...vpn. 1<i<'n 1<'i<n (Vac) is the universal quantifier (for every as), (Elm)is the existential quantifier (there exists an as such that).
We shall freely use expressions like "P lies on l", "A, B, 0 form an affine triangle".
Notwithstanding the apparent drawback of the symbol "E", we use it for the incidence relation.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor HEYTINGfor his interest during the preparation of this study; much of his advice and his many suggestions determined its final shape.
I somorphism
The classical notion of a one-to-one mapping can be used in intu itionistic mathematics. We shall say that a law f, designing to every element of a species A an element of a species B in such a way that equal 3 elements correspond with equal elements, is a one-to-one mapping. If, however, A and B are species with an apartness relation (#), then we may define a stronger notion of one-to-one mapping f as a law, designing to every element of A an element of B in such a way that elements lie apart from each other if and only if the corresponding elements lie apart from each other. In symbols it reads:
a=b<->f(a) /'(b) (one-to-one) a # 5 <->f(a) # f(1)) (strongly one-to-one).
It is easily seen that the second definition is strictly stronger than the first one. For completeness we state the axioms for the apart11ess-relation (denoted by #):
We first define two more relations: Definition 3 : A projective plane is an ordered quadruple (IT,A, E,#) with the following properties (a) and (b).
(a) S1, S2, S3.
(iij) (Vl) (HA) (Awl). Let 17, A, E and # be as in the preceding section. We use the definitions 2-5 and add to them: Definition 8 : An affine plane is an ordered quadruple (17,A, E, #) with the properties (a) and (b): (3) S1, S2, 33 Aiel/x
VVeremark that A5 can be formulated as follows:
lflm=qS/xm #l->l//m.
If (in A1) l and m intersect in a point B, then A1 asserts the existence of AB. From A1 and As it follows that in the case l (Nm=¢, there is a line through A, parallel to l. A1 is stronger than these two assertions, since the existence of the line p is also ensured when it is unknown whether lam. The axioms S1, S2, S3 hold for the relation # between lines (def. 3), so this is an apartness relation [7, p. 163] . Remark that by definition the relation is neither reflexive nor transitive.
The affine plane is denoted by 'll (17, A, E, 7%), or simply 91.
Axiom A3 ca11be strengthened in the following way: Acop->l#p. lod->(C*IS)(SEpfll)v(.?IT)(TEpr'\d).
Since p// cl, we know (HS) (8 ep 0 l), moreover l# go, so lop. In the same way we deduct pom from dam.
Extension of isomorphisms
Definition 9: Let 911-(I71-, /11-, 61',#1) (i=1, 2) be two afline planes. A pair of maps (991, (pg) is called an isomorphism if For shortness we shall denote 991,6;, #;, co; respectively by q), e, #, co.
Lemma 1: Pel<->P"'el"'.
Proof : Let P E l. Suppose P"'wl"'. By definition Pwl. This contradicts P El, so -1 (P"'wl"').Now by [7, lemma 2.2] P"' E l"' holds. Analogously one proves the other implication. Lemma 2: P # Q <->P"' # Qf'.
Proof: Let P # Q. By A7 (Ell)(P elAQa)l). By definition and lemma 1 P"' E l"'AQ"'a)l"'.This implies with definition 1 P4" # Q9'. Ana logously for the inverse implication.
Lemma 3: l#m<->l"'#m"'.
Proof: See the proof of lemma 2.
Lemma 4 : 99is an isomorphism if and only if P # Q <-> P"' # Q"'and
Proof: Use definition 1.
Consider in a projective plane the species of points lying outside a given line looand the species of lines lying apart from loo.These species with the restrictions of the relations E and # form an affine plane (a so called "affine subplane of the projective plane") except for the fulfilment of A7 (ii). Since the following remains true if we replace A7 (ii) by A7* (ii): (Vl) (HA) (SIB) (A # B AA e l AB E l), we shall weaken the axiom system in this section. An incidental drawback of A7 (ii) is the existence of certain projective planes without affine subplanes. We shall say that From these two lines it followsthat (al, bl)~(a2,b2).Starting from bl # ag we reach the same conclusion. We proved al 0 b1=Cl2n b2 Aal # bl A ACL2 # b2 ->al"' fl bl"'=a2"' fl b2"'. This justifies the definition of (pl.
We now define the extension of (p to the species of lines of 'Bl. Every line l in 'Bl contains two points X and Y, lying apart from each other. Define l""= X "1 Y"". As was done above we can prove that l""is independent of the choice of X and Y.
(c) (pl is an isomorphism.
Let Pwl. VV e first show that P or l is affine. There exists an affine line m, going through P. m # l. Put A=l M m. m # l -> m # loovl # loo. l# loo means: l is an affine line. m # loo, then B=mfl loo. P # A -> ->P#BvB #A. (ii) P # B APB # loo-> Pwloo, so P is affine. We know now that one of the elements P or Z is afiine. We treat the cases separately. Write P""=P' and l""=l'. (i) Q' # S' Ab' # l' ->S'wl' and S'wl' ->l' # loo. So l' is an affine line and P""=P"', l""=l"'. By the definition of (pp'wl' holds. m)o#Pmv#r+Pmc 2. l' is an affine line.
We know that l is also an affine line. Choose A, B El so that A # B and A, Bcoloo. If a=PA, b=PB, then P=a (Wb, where ct # b a11dct, b are affine lines. Consequently P""=a"" (1 b"". Now A"", B", a"", b"" are all affine elements and by lemma 2, 3:
A"" # B"", a"" # b'". Pwl ->l # b, so l"" # b"".
A'" # B" A l' # b'" ->A""cob"". A""a>b'" ->At" # P'. P' # A"" Aa.""# l' ->P'a)l'. This completes the proof.
Corollary:
If an afline plane possesses a projective extension, then this extension is determined up to an isomorphism. We state another version of theorem 2: If the affine planes 911,912are isomorfic and if 911 possesses a projective extension 'B1, then 9I2possesses a projective extension 9132 and the isomorphism of 9I1onto 9I2can be extended to an isomorphism of 'B1 onto 932.
The projective extension
In [7] a construction has been given for the projective extension of an affine plane. We shall sketch the procedure. If we want to distinguish affine elements from projective elements, we shall denote them by italics. Remark: Whenever €B(l, m) or A(9I,58) occurs, it is understood that l # m, respectively 91# 'B.
If l E 91(N38, then /l(9I, 53)is the species of all projective points, incident with l (this is the case if either of the projective points 91, 'B is affine). 
formulation, avoiding quantification over projective points:
In a large number of cases A3 can be proved. For example in the case of a desargian affine plane one can coordinatize the plane in a well-known way. By introducing homogeneous coordinates a projective extension is readily constructed an A3 can be proved. The finite planes provide another class of examples.
Proof of the triangle axiom
The triangle axiom P4 was proved in [7, p. 170] for the case that two of the considered projective points are affine and for one case that one of them is affine.
Two other cases were not proved and were introduced as the axioms A9 and A10. We shall prove them here, using A1-A7 only.
Definition : A projective point fl3(l, m) is an improperpoint ifl m. Proof:
The lines A513and ACSare both affine (lemma 7), 'EB and Q.
are the improper points of A% and ACErespectively.
Let ?ReA@. We must prove that SR7,'-5&8. 'B #CS->Sfi #EBv'Ji #6:. In the second case ER#C£->E)1# §3.vQZ #5) (i) ER#Q->Eli is an affine point R (lemma 6), so R#']3. R #5]3-> §B#']3vQ3 #R.
23 # 'J3->Q3 is an affine point and then, by [7, th. 14] §BcoACS. In particular Q3# R. (ii) 6: # £).->(S is an affine point C' (lemma 6). Now by [7, th. 15 ] §Ba)A@.In particular 58 # ER. We have proved (V91) (ER 6 AG: ->*3 # ER), i.e. 'BcoA@.
In general it is not known, whether one of the points figuring in the triangle axiom is affine. However, using A3, it can be proved [7, th. 17] that at least one of them is proper. So at this moment we need A3 for the deduction of the (projective) triangle axiom.
7. Proof of A3 in a. special case When formulating an incidence theorem in affine geometry one has to take special care of the existence of certain points and lines. These difficulties can be avoided by using the notions of projective point and projective line. This is done in the following incidence theorem, the so-called axial theorem of Pappos: 
v ->(HS) (S E A'B H l) v (HT) (T E ac (WZ).
In the first case '.13 is an afline point. Then M9130.)is an affine line m. Now there is an affine point B on as so that B # SR(:I:, m). Using the triangle axiom one easily proves that B913# B5). In the second case xal. Choose B=T, then B213# BE). We enumerate the steps of the construction. AB' #l-->~BA' #lvAB' 77%. BA'
BA' #lAA' # B->A'wl
In both cases we find the same result.
<18)
'.]3wl (10) -> 'B # (E 'J3# Q:~> 'B is an affine point or is an affine point.
Again we assume that (S is an affine point C.
Construct CB'
Then ?li=',)3(BC',CB') is the point we looked for.
VVestill have to get rid of the extra assumption: zvwil. Now we can determine as we have do11e before EH'so that
This theorem shows that when trying to disprove A3, we can leave out of consideration those planes in which the axial theorem of Pappos holds.
The ternary field
VVeshall give an intuitionistic treatment of the coordinatization proce a#a'->P#Q. P#QAl1#lg->Qwlg. Qa)lg->Q#R.
Finally Q # R -> g # r.
In the classical theory three classes of lines are introduced. Here we can do the same, but in general it need not be known to which class a line belongs.
Conclusion : The coordinatization is effective for: (j) d5(0, ml, n) =<15(0,mg, n) Acc# 0 Aml # mg ->€D(x,ml, n) # d5(x,mg,n). By (1) nl # ng holds. nl # ng -> n' nl v n' # ng.
n' # nl ->d>(al, m', n') # €D(al, m', nl), or €D(a/l, m', n') # bl.
Likewise n' # ng ->€D(ag,m', n') # bg.
Next suppose n # n', then by (k) we see that d5(al,m,n) #€D(al,m,n').
So §D(al, m, n) # €Z5(a.l, m', n') or §D(al, m', n') # €D(a,l,m, n'). In the first case €Z5(al, m', n') # bl holds. In the second case m # m' holds by (1).
This last case we treated above.
(g) at # :13' A ml # mg A d5(:v, ml, nl) =(Z5(:z:,mg, ng) ->d5(x', ml, nl) # # d5(:v', mg, 122).
The sharp uniqueness of the solution is expressed here by (11)itself. VVecan define in the usual way the two binary operations:
a+b=€D(a, 1, b)
a -b=d5(a, b, 0). We see that the affine points of the line OE'(mentioned above) constitute a ternary field. This is the ternary field of the plane with respect to 0, E, X, Y.
Definition
18: A mapping ocof a ternary field T1, onto a ternary field T2 is an isomorphism if y # d5(x, m, n) <-> y" # (D(x"', m''',n").
As an immediate consequence of this definition, we see ((D(:v, m, n) )"'=(D(a:"', m", 72").
If a ternary field is given we should expect a construction of a projective plane with an isomorfic ternary field. This construction fails, however, and the failure is due to the inhomogeneous way in which points and lines are introduced. VVe can obviously confine ourselves to the con struction of an affine plane.
Definition 19: (a) a point is a pair of elements of T. In the last case by theorem 8 (l) as# 2. Proof: Use theorem 9 and theorem 8 (1).
So (as,y) # (2, t). This holds for all (z, t) E
It is clear that we cannot affirm the existence of a line through (as, y) and (2,t) if it is not known whether as# 2. If we call, as usual, the 18 improper point of the line with equation a:=O (y=0) Y (resp. X), then we have so far constructed all (affine) lines l, so that Ycol or Y El. In the case of general ternary fields no general construction for lines has been found, so we do not know whether every ternary field determines an affine plane. In the case of alternative fields or skew fields there are well known procedures to define in a homogeneous way points and lines of the projective plane. Since the axioms hold for these planes the problem is settled for these ternary fields.
Theorem 12: If T1 and T2 are ternary fields of the affine planes Q11 and 912,then every isomorphism of T1 onto T2 can be extended to an isomorphism of 911 onto 912.
Proof : We have coordinatized the afline planes in the indicated way: the points are determined by two coordinates, likewise the lines which intersect the line OY (lines of the first kind).
The lines, belonging to the projective point Y are given by one coordinate (lines of the second kind).
Let oc be the isomorphism of T1 onto T2.
VVe define the mapping 0:1: (as,y)" =(x"', y")
We remark that by theorem 9 and theorem 10 for a line of the first or the second kind the following holds:
Pwl <-> P°"wl"'.
We now define 0:2for the entire affine plane: oc2=oc1for points. If l is a line of QI1and there are P and Q so that P # Q and P, Q El, then l°" = P°"Q"'.
(1) For lines of the first or second kind o.'2=o41holds.
Let l be of the first kind: l= [m, n].
102=¢(101» 77%77»)<+P2"=¢(101°'» W": 7%") p2"'=(D(p1°', m", n") <-> P" E l"'.
So P E l <-> P°" E l"', likewise Q E l +> Q" E l"".
P # Q ->P''''# Q" (def. 19).
P" # Q"" A P"' E l°" A Q''''E l"" --> P" Q""=l°".
Sl1OWS 0é1=(X2.
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Let l be of the second kind: l= [c] .
P1=0 +*29i"=0" p'1"=c°' <-> P"' E l''''.
So Pe_=l<~>P""el""'. Likewise Qel<->Q"'El"". Again we see l"2=P"" Q""=l°", or 0.'.1=oc2.
(2) Z" is independent of the choice of P and Q. For lines of the first or second kind this is a direct consequence of the above. Consider a line l of which it is unknown whether l is of the first or second kind. P,Q1,Q2€l/\P#Q1/\P#Q2.
Write P"'=P', Q,-""=Q,-'and let y, y' be the lines [0], [O]"'. Suppose P'Q1' # P' Q2',then P'Q1'c7P'Q2' and so, by theorem 1, y'aP'Q1' vy'aP'Q2'.
If 3/'orP'Q1', then yaPQ1, i.e. l=PQ1 is of the first kind. In that case
VVehave produced a contradiction.
Thus P'Q1'= P'Q2'. Let now P1, P2, Q1, Q2be points on l, so that P1 # Q1-.
We need the following proposition:
l#mAA el/\Bel/\A #B->AwmvBwm. Denote again the image-points by accents.
By the above P2' # Q2' implies P2'wP'Q1' v Q2'wP1'Q1'.
Say Q2'wP1'Q1'. We see that the line P1'Q2' exists and P1'Q1' # P1'Q2'.
As we have already proved, this leads to a contradiction, so P1'Q1'= P2'Q2'.
(3) Pool <-> P"""a)l°'".
There are three points A1, A2, A3 on l, lying apart from one another. Pwl implies that the lines PA1, PA2, PA3 lie apart from one another. By applying theorem 1 we conclude that y intersects at least two of them, say yaPA1, PA2. Then PA1 and PA2 are of the first kind.
la2=A1a2 Azaz. A2cuPA1 ->A2°'"cu(PA1)"'". A1 # P ->Alaz # Paz.
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Using the triangle axiom we find P°'"wl"'". Analogously for the inverse implication. This finishes the proof.
Corollary:
If a ternary field determines an afline plane QI,then QI is determined up to an isomorphism.
Remark that we have not translated axiom A1 into a property of the ternary field. It is to be expected that such a property must be joined to the properties of the ternary field.
Since, however, such a procedure does not help us to overcome the trouble with affine lines and since it would look rather clumsy we have refrained from adding it to the list of properties. Moreover, we do not need this property for the proof of theorem 12.
We should like to point out here that A1 is a rather strong axiom from an affine point of view, and that its main task is found in the con struction of the projective extension.
Ordered projective planes
The intuitionistic theory of ordered projective planes has been developed by HEYTINGin [3] and in a number of (unpublished) lectures. The reduction of cyclical order to (linear) order is treated in [3, § 15] . (order is invariant with respect to projection).
We mention some results, for the proofs the reader is referred to the original paper of HEYTING [3] . It is well-known that P and Q (P # Q) define exactly two segments 21 and 22 on PQ. Remark that 21 U 22 U {P, Q}=l need not be true.
Theorem 15: Every segment contains (at least) countably many points, lying apart from each other.
We shall now describe the construction of an order relation on an afiine line [3, p. 63] . Let P, Q and E be mutually apart. 21 is the segment, determined by P, Q, to which E belongs, the other one is 22.
We define: for A, BEZ1 that A<B if P, B | A,Q.
for A, B622 that A<B if P,A | B, Q. for A 622, B621 that A<B.
We still have to consider those points for which it is unknown whether they lie apart from P.
Let X and Y be points of PQ, so that X # Y and Q # X, Y. Then one of them lies apart from P, say X # P. There exists a point B, lying apart from P, Q, X, Y. R E 21 v R E 22 [3, pag. 61] . R determines (like P) with Q two segments 21' and 22'. It was proved that the order relations, defined by the couples P, Q and R, Q agree on (W2,-'.
We define the order relation between X and Y with respect to the couple R, Q. Thus we see that the order relation can be defined for all point-pairs, lying apart from each other and from Q. It is easily seen that the relation, we just introduced is a pseudo-order relation.
Order and the ternary field
It is clear from the above that the species of elements of a ternary field T of an ordered projective plane is pseudo-ordered. Of the two possible pseudo-orderings we choose that in which O< 1 holds. We shall study the influence of the pseudo-ordering on T.
Theorem 16: n<n'->d5(a,,m,n)<(D(a.,m,n')(compare [9, th. 7.3 .l]).
Proof:
We obtain q9(n)=€Z5(a, m, n) from n by projecting thrice, according to the definition of (15.Since the cyclical order is invariant under projection, either the order is preserved or reversed. It is sufficient Here too the classical proof can be used. Next we give a definition of a pseudo-orderedternary field.
Definition 24 : A pseudo-ordered ternary field is an ordered quintuple (T, 0, 1, 45, <), where < is a pseudo-ordering on 'T, with the properties:
(1) (a)-(g), (l) of theorem 8. The absence of # in the quintuple need not disturb us, since we define a # b as a<b vb<a.
From (2) we readily conclude:
Corollary 1: n<n'->a:+n<:c+n'. Corollary 2: n # n' -> d5(a,m, n) # d5(a,m, n').
An immediate consequence of (3) is:
In a pseudo-orderedternary field theorem 8, (h) holds.
The next theorems present no specifically intuitionistic difficulties, so we have omitted the proofs. For a treatment from the classical point of View the reader is referred to [9] . 24 Theorem 19: m1<m2Ax>0->(Z5(:c,m1,n)<¢(:c,m2,n)and m1<m2 Ax<0 -> §D(a:,m1,n)>€D(x,m2, n).
Corollary 1: m1<m2 A9c<0 ->xm1>xm2and m1<m2 Ax>0 ->xm1<xm2. We easily derive:
Corollary 3 : An ordered ternary field contains (at least) countably many elements, lying apart from each other.
We have showed by the way that the missing properties (h) and (k) of definition 17 are derivable here. 
Extending order to the projective plane
Starting from a pseudo-orderedternary field T, belonging to a pro jective plane 'B, we shall introduce cyclical order in The divergence of our theory of the corresponding classical theory is for a considerable part due to the fact that it is seriously to be doubted whether a pseudo ordering of an affine line can be extended to a cyclical ordering of its projective extension. Here is meant an affine line, considered as an independent structure, i.e. not imbedded in an affine plane. The problem of finding sufficient conditions for the problem, mentioned above is interesting in itself.
In this paper considerable use is made of the properties of the whole plane in order to define cyclical order on a projective line. Several times we shall need the existence of a point (line) lying apart from a number of points (lines). The existence is then ensured by theorem 26. We shall not fully demonstrate the existence each time.
Let '>13 be a projective plane. 0, E, X, Y are chosen as usual. 'll is the affine plane determined by X Y and T is the ternary field of 'Bwith respect to 0, E, X, Y. The ternary field is pseudo-ordered.
Defining pseudo-order for affine lines we distinguish two cases. Thus we see that if both < and < are defined, they either coincide or are opposed to each other.
It would be natural now to introduce a betweenness relation in the affine plane. Since we are interested in the projective plane, we imme diately pass to the next stage, i.e. the introduction of the separation relation.
Definition 262 P1, P3 IP2, P4 Pnm<Pn (2)<Pn (3)<Prim, where yzis a permutation from the subgroup of 64 generated by $4 and (1,3).
We also define the separation relation in the case that one of the four points is improper.
Definition 26a: IfZ EXY,thenP, R | Q,ZifP<Q<R vR<Q<P.
In these definitions we can also replace < by <. In the next theorem it is asserted that these two pseudo-orderings provide the same cyclical ordering.
Theorem 23: If < and < are both defined on l, they define the same cyclical ordering.
Proof:
Apply theorem 22 and definition 26 (26a).
Since at least one of the relations < and < is defined on a line l, we have defined the separation relation for all affine lines.
Theorem 24: The cyclical ordering | is invariant under projection from any point Z of X Y. Thus, if 771* >771,then the points are in the same pseudo-order relation as that of nl and 97.2. If m* <m, then the relation between the points is opposite (we use < for the points). So by projecting from Z from a line of the first kind onto a line of the first kind the pseudo-ordering is either invariant or reversed. In both cases the cyclical ordering is invariant. This means P < Q. Here the pseudo-ordering is preserved, and there fore the cyclical ordering too.
(c) Let it be unknown whether l* is of the first or second kind. P = l* 0 ll, Q=l* fl lg. Since ll and lg are parallel, we know P # Q. P # Q -> pl # ql v pg # qg. If pl # ql, then l* is of the first kind and then the cyclical ordering of the points on l* corresponds with the cyclical ordering of the lines through Z (being defined by the cyclical ordering of their second coordinates). Consider pg # qg. Put R= (pl, €D(pl,m, ng) ). From this we conclude ql # pl. As before, this means that the cyclical ordering is invariant. Resuming we see that if nl < ng, the cyclical ordering is invariant or qg> pg, i.e. P < Q. In the last case the cyclical ordering is again invariant. Let P<Q, or p1<q1. As l1 and lg are parallel, we see that R #8. Since R and S are incident with a line of the first kind, this means r1 # 81.
So p1<q1 ->s1# ql vrl #101.
In the first case we see that lg is of the first kind and in the second case Z1is of the first kind. The problem is now reduced to Z # Y, i.e. the cyclical ordering is invariant. Our conclusion is: r1<s1 or the cyclical ordering is invariant. In the first case the cyclical ordering is evidently invariant too.
This finishes the proof of theorem 24.
Theorem 25: (i) If A El and < is the pseudo-order relation on l, then there exist points P and Q on l, so that P<A<Q.
(ii) If A, B El and < is the pseudo-order relation on l, and A<B, then there exists a point P on l, so that A<P<B.
Use theorem 20 corollary 3 and theorem 24.
Remark:
We may replace in the theorem < by <.
Theorem 26 : If A, B, and 0 lie apart from one another on an affine line l (one of them may be improper), then there exists a point P, so that A, P I B, 0'. Proof: Use theorem 25.
One immediately verifies that the separation relation satisfies C1--05. Though the verification can be a lengthy procedure it can every time be accomplished in a finite number of steps. VVeshall not go into this matter as it does not present any intuitionistic difficulties.
The following theorem is known as the axiom of PASCH.We have formulated it in terms of separation rather then in terms of betweenness.
Theorem 27: Let ABC' be an affine triangle.
BCflXl'=M, CAflXY=M', ABnXY=M". l is a line so that A, B, Cwl. lfl BC=P, lfl CA=P', lfl AB=P". Then B,C | P, III implies either C',A |P', M' or A, B | P", M", but not both. Proof: B,C|P,M->P#M. P#M/\BC'#XY->Pis an affine point. Then l is an affine line. O'AaAB -+laO'Av laAB, i.e. one of the points P' or P" is affine. Suppose that P' is an afline point, then the points 0, A, P', M' are apart from one another. Between the points 0, A, P' some pseudo-order relation exists, consequently the four points can_be divided into two separating pairs.
We consider two cases:
Suppose A, B IP", M". From P" # M" and l # P"M" we derive M*=l (1 XY # M". Put Q=M*C' fl AB. Projecting from M*, we find by theorem 24: Q,A | P'', 111"and Q, B | P", M". Just as in classical geometry we derive a contradiction from these two propositions and We can find P and Q, so that for P and Q holds: (3;*(A,P), 6;*(B, P), 5z*(B,Q), 5z*(CQ)
There exists a line m through P, so that m # CQ. Choose T E m, so that TcoC'Q,T # A, T # B and 61*(P,T). We now apply a number of times (3.3) . Let V 6 XY, so that V # l 0 XY. Choose P1, P2 E AV, with the properties P1 # P2, B # P1, P2 and 51*(A,P1), 61*(A,P2). Since B # P1, P2, the lines P1B, P2B exist. AVol ->P1BoAVvP1Bal. If P1Bal, then P1B fl XY # P1B ('N l. If P1BoA V, then BcoAV. Thus BP1aBP2. This entails BP1ol v BP2ol. We have now ensured the existence ofa point P with the properties P # A, B, c3)*(P, A), PB 0 l # PBKWXY.
Put PA n l=S1, PA n XY=M1, PB n l=S2, PB m XY=M2. By definition 27 either c5;*(P, B) or -nc51*(P,B) holds. If c31*(P,B) holds, then 6)(A, B) is true. If -1 6)*(P, B) holds, then P, B | S2, M2. 6;*(A, P) -> ->A, P j S1, M1. Projecting from the improper point T of l, we find A', P §S2, .012 (where A' is the projection of A). A', Pi S2, M2 /\ P, B | |S2,]lI2 ->A', B | S2, ]lI2. This entails A' # B. Choose 0' 6 AA', and let A' # C'.C'# A' m BA' # A'C -> C'coBA'.By the triangle axiom BwAA' holds, thus B # A. Then the line AB exists and projecting once more from T we find B, A |S3, M3 (where S3=AB F) l, M3=AB F) XY). This implies -. 61*(A, B). Above we showed that (5;and c5)*coincide if 61* is defined, so -7 (51 (A, B) holds. This finishes the proof.
From the proof we also learn Theorem 31 : Let P, Q, R, S be mutually apart, affine points on a line l, and T an afiine point outside l, and p=PT, q=QT, 7'=RT, 8:-ST, then P, R | Q, S <->(6q(P, R) A -1 c5s(P, R)) v ((5s(P, R) A -1 c5q(P, R)).
The classical proof is applicable [9, th. 7, 4.8] . For shortness we define a new relation. This relation is defined under rather restrictive conditions. Definition 28: Let P, R, (_],sbe affine elements, so that P # R, q # 3, P, Rcoq, .9,then c3qs(P,R) means (6q(P, R) A -1 63(P, R)) v (r5s(P,R)A A -16q(P, R)).
We refor1nulate the conclusion of theorem 31: P, R | Q, S <->(5q3(P, R).
Theorem 32: Let P, Q, R, S,p, q, .9,T be given as i11theorem 30;
Let P' ep and P' 7,45 T, P'a)XY, then c5q3(P,R) ->6qs(P', R).
Proof: P' # T Ap # 7'->P'wr.P'a)r ->P'# R.
Suppose -16q(P, R) A6s(P, R). Put Mzp (WXY. As P'ws, we know that either (5s(P, P') or -(5s(P, P'). We treat these cases separately:
(i) (5,-(P, P') A c53(P, R) ->63(P', R).
It is clear that (53(P,P') ->6q(P, P').
6q(P, P') A -1 6q(P, R) ->-1 6q(P', R) (2) Combining (1) and (2) we find 6qs(P', R).
(ii) -16,-(P, P') A 63(P, R) ->-c33(P', R)
Again it is clear that -1 63(P, P') ->-1c3q(P,P') by theorem 29 c5q(P, P') A 6q(P, R) ->(5q(P', R)
Combining (3) and (4) we find 5qs(P', R). Likewise we treat the case (3q(P,R) A-1 53(P, R). Since in all cases we find (3qs(P', R), the theorem is proved.
Theorem 33: If we project the affine points P, Q, R,S onto the affine poi11ts P', Q', R',S' from the affine centre T, then P, R | Q,S-->P', R' | Q',S'.
Proof: Apply theorem 31 and theorem 32.
We can reformulate theorem 33, so that it holds even when some of the points are improper.
